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Abstract 

We argue for the need of a study on how experienced users make use of the 
Prolog tracing facilities. We know that a lot of time is spent tracing programs 
during the programming development phase and that often the first attempt to 
find a bug fails. We divide Prolog bugs into conceptual bugs, related to the 
problem being solved rather than to the Prolog programming language, and 
mistakes, related mainly to the syntax of Prolog. We argue that most Prolog 
bugs arise from failed unifications, and that a lot of time is spent skipping 
through the trace facility. Experts also spend a lot of time writing their own 
debuggers in order to find their conceptual bugs, since they find the tracing 
facilities inadequate for this purpose. 

Three changes to the Byrd Box trace are suggested in order to enhance the 
understanding of unification and help experts to find unification bugs quicker. 
The first change, is to use some techniques from abstract interpretation to 
make recursive calls condensed into a few lines in the trace. The second idea, 
is to allow for conditional skipping, where the expert can ask to see a goal 
before or after a certain goal has unified or failed ( can also be seen in the 
TPM [Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88]). The third idea, is to allow the expert to 
only see calls that affects a certain datastructure that is being built or de
composed. The last change to the tracer might possibly allow the expert to 
find some of her conceptual bugs as well. 

t Dept of AI, Univ. of Edinburgh, Scotland. 
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I Introduction 

1991 

In the area of understanding Prolog programming, as with many other areas, most of 
the studies have been concerned with novices rather than experts. Novices 
understanding, learning, misconceptions etc., have been studied without having a real 
norm for how experts perform the tasks put to the novices. Many of the studies have 
been concerned with the procedural nature of Prolog [Fung 87, Hook et al 90, Taylor 
88], and how tracers stiould be designed to best convey the procedural information to 
novices based on the knowledge of the novices from these studies [Dichev and du 
Boulay 89, Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88, Fung 89]. When tracers and tools aimed at 
experts are designed, for example [Shapiro 83, Ducasse 91], they are not based upon 
studies of experts and their needs, but rather upon what the author has experienced as 
important and/or what is theoretically possible. 

There is thus a real need for studying expert Prolog programmers and distinguish 
the particular mistakes they make. Apart from giving us knowledge on what sort of 
tracers experts would need, a study of experts would also reveal what sort of strategies 
they employ and how these might be used when teaching novices to program and to 
debug programs. 

In this paper will outline a study we think should be conducted, together with 
some preliminary results we have obtained from interviewing a small number of 
experts. (This study we believe should be made - we have not yet done it!) We divide 
the bugs into two main groups: 
• conceptual bugs: that has to do with how the problem at hand should be solved 

rather than the factual Prolog programming 
• mistakes: bugs that arise from misspellings of variables, changing a predicates 

arity and then forgetting to change all the places from where it is called, etc. 
We can observe that no bugs arise from misunderstanding the interior workings of 

Prolog, and that is the good thing about experts: a tracer designed for them would not 
have to enhance the understanding of the backtracking mechanisms. They already 
know the language, they have no misconceptions of it. Their only problems are slips of 
memory or conceptual problems at the application level. Experts already know the 
language, they have no misconceptions of its inner workings. Their only problems are 
slips of memory (or fingers). 

The bad thing about experts is that the interaction with the debugger must be 
powerful but not too requiring. If it is too demanding they will make their own 
debuggers, or use simple techniques like printing out messages at various points in the 
program execution. This puts high demands on any design of a debugger aimed at 
experts. 

Therefore we shall propose three extensions to the standard Byrd Box tracers that 
we believe would be possible and interesting for further testing. Since they are exten
sions to the standard tracer, they stand a better chance to be used by the Prolog commu
nity than other previously proposed Prolog environments. 

2 Background 

A fair amount of work has been put into attacking the debugging problem of Prolog. 
We can see three main strategies of how to tackle debugging: tracers, automatic 
analysis, and debugging languages. Each is shortly described below. 
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Let us just start by describing the Byrd Box trace [Byrd 80] shortly, since that is 
used as a standard trace for Prolog, and it is also the one we have chosen as a basis for 
the work presented here. 

CALL EXIT 
- -

-- Predicate -

FAIL clauses RED 0 
-- -

-- --

Figure 1. The Byrd Box. 

The Byrd Box describes the control flow by using a box that represents the predi
cate that is invoced by a Prolog goal, figure 1. The invocation of the goal is the first 
port to that box, the so-called CALL-port. If the goal can be unified with one of the 
predicate clauses and its subgoals can be fulfilled, the control flow will exit through the 
EXIT-port. If none of the clauses unify, or their subgoals can not be fulfilled, the 
FAIL-port is used. If something fails, Prolog will try and go back to the previous goal 

� that succeded and had other possible clauses. It will then enter through the REDO-port 
of the previous goal-box. 

2.1 Tracers 

The procedural side of Prolog, the flow of control, is usually presented by a tracer 
[Byrd 80, Plummer 88, Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88]. The tracer will not find any bugs 
by itself, it will only provide insight into the control flow of the program. 

It could be claimed that control flow in Prolog is simple, since there are only a 
few principles for how programs are executed and very few exceptions. As it turns out, 
the interaction between these simple principles when executing even fairly simple 
programs is hard to grasp [Taylor 88, Hook et al. 90, Fung 87, van Someren 87]. 

With novices it has been shown that the backtracking mechanism, especially to
gether with recursive predicates is difficult to understand. Novices spend a lot of time 
learning how to control the backtracking, and experts often write completely deter
ministic programs to avoid the backtracking entirely. Unification is the other very 

� important mechanism that makes Prolog into a powerful programming language. A lot 
of novices misconceptions has to do with unification. 

These inherent difficulties in the language have been attacked by different 
solution approaches for Prolog debugging. We can see four main directions of this 
research: presenting backtracking information, presenting unification information, 
visual debugging/tracing, and faithfulness to source code. 

The search mechanism in Prolog (including the backtracking order) can basically 
be presented in three different forms, either as an AND/OR-tree [Byrd 80], or in an 
AND-tree format [Rajan 86] or as an OR-tree [Hook et al 90]. The AND/OR-tree will 
give the fullest account of the search, but the disadvantage is that it can be hard to find 
the most recent choice-point in the tree<which is where backtracking can occur> .. The 
AND-tree is probably most suited for tracing deterministic programs, or succeeding 
goals, since it does not display the choices tried by the tracer at all. The OR-tree puts 
all its emphasis on the choice points, but it fails to give a compact and clear description 
of other parts of Prolog execution mechanisms. It does not keep the scope of a goal 
clear, and the goal stack (the AND-goals) still has to be displayed somehow (see [Hook 
et al 90] for a more thorough discussion of OR-trees). 
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Unification is another imponant aspect of Prologs control flow. Lately, a lot of at
tention has been given to how to display the unification in the trace. In what could be 
called Prologs standard-tracer, the Byrd Box tracer [Byrd 80], unification is not pre
sented at all. Dichev and du Boulay has designed and implemented as special tracer for 
Prolog that gives extra attention to unification [Dichev and du Boulay 89]. Many of the 
more recent implementations of Prolog has included an extra line in the trace to make 
the unification more lucid. For instance, the Quintus Prolog has three extra pons to the 
Byrd Box, one of them named the Head-port which will show the clauses' heads that 
will be tried for unification. 

With the improved graphical workstations, it has now become possible to display 
the AND/OR-trees in a graphical fonnat. The graphical format could potentially give a 
better overview of the entire execution of a program. Examples of such graphical 
tracers are TPM [Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88, 89], Vizzprol [Lazzeri 91], and the 
tracer designed by [Dewar and Cleary 86]. (Connected to these are visual logic 
programming languages like the parallel visual logic programming language designed 
by [Kahn and Saraswat 90].) 

It is not obvious though, that these graphical tools will enhance the understanding 
of every Prolog program, both to novices and expens. In a recent study of Prolog 
novices by [Patel et al 91], it was found that cenain problems are easier to solve with a 
textual tracer than with a graphical tracer (the TPM was used). They attribute this result 
to the fact that different representations of control flow will highlight different aspects 
of Prolog. TPM will highlight the relationship between different clauses in a Prolog 
program, while the textual tracer used (EBTB [Dichev and du Boulay 89]) emphasised 
the unification and provided a better understanding of the retry clauses. 

There has been (to our knowledge) no study on expert behaviour with these visual 
tracers. It has been claimed [Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88] that simply studying the 
shape of the execution tree would help an expert to locate bugs and to get an overview 
of the control flow, but this has not been proven. We believe that at current, there is no 
reason to assume that graphical tracers in general are better than new extensions to 
textual tracers. 

The last issue that has been tackled in more recent tracers, concerns whether the 
tracer has a faithful relationship to the source code. In Vizzprool [Lazzeri 91] this � 
aspect of tracing is emphasised. Vizzprol provides a graphical view of Prolog program. 
Execution is then superimposed on the graphical representation of the program. This 
means that the programmers variable names are not lost, as well as making it possible 
to recognise the code being executed and remember how it was meant to work. 

2.2 Automatic and Semi-automatic bug analysis 

It is very difficult to do any kind of automatic bug analysis of Prolog. There are several 
reasons for this: Firstly, there is not much syntax in Prolog, almost all of a Prolog pro
gram are predicate-names, variable-names, etc. that are invented by the programmer. It 
is therefore hard to make automatic analysis only on the syntax of a program. 
Secondly, there is no typing of variables or predicates, and it is very hard to derive the 
types from the source code, since that means trying to figure out not only where a 
certain datastructure has been used, but also what constitutes different datastructures. 
The only predefined structure is the list-structure. Thirdly, it is very hard to detect the 
programmers plans from analysing the source code. There are cenainly programming 
cliches of how to write, for instance, tail-recursive predicates, but even if we are able to 
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recognize a tail-recursive program, that gives us no clue to whether the problem has 
been solved correctly or not. 

One way of diagnosing bugs in novices programs, has been proposed by [Looi 
88]. His tutoring system, APROPOS2, adopts an approach of matching the student 
Prolog program against a library of task algorithms for the task. Information about 
mode, types, predicate names, recursion types, programming techniques used, number 
of clauses for each predicate definition, clause orderings, and closeness of clause 
matching are used to select the best algorithm that fits and the best implementations of 
an algorithm. The system therefore has to have an extensive knowledge of each 
problem the student is asked to solve. Only then is it possible to make an automatic 
analysis at the declarative level. 

Ehud Shapiro has proposed as semi-automatic way of detecting bugs [Shapiro 
83]. By using an oracle to answer questions about what various subgoals of a program 
was supposed to return as output, his algorithm can narrow down the search of the bug. 
Unfortunately, we must rely on the user to be the oracle, which is why we call it semi
automatic. It is also the case that even when the bug has been narrowed down to a spe
cific predicate, the user still has to understand why the predicate misbehaves and 
correct it. Note also that it sometimes can be very difficult for the programmer to detect 
that a high-level goal has given the wrong answer substitution, in particular if the 
program manipulates large d.ala structures. 

Shapiro's algorithmic debugging is often mentioned in the group of declarative 

debuggers. By a declarative debugger is understood a method that will find bugs at the 
conceptual problem level. There are other methods of finding mistakes bugs, and those 
we call procedural debuggers. O'Keefe has a number of methods, for instance his 
XREF program that will help and prevent bugs at load time [O'Keefe 81]. XREF will 
check that each variable is used at least twice within every clause, and it will also check 
that every predicate is called from some other part of the program with the correct 
number of arguments. Some Prolog implementations has this (or parts of this) facility 
built in [Carlsson and Widen 88]. 

2.3 Debugging languages 

� An interesting new approach can be found in Mireille Ducasse' s work, [Ducasse and 
Emde 91, Ducasse 9 1]. She has attempted to design a language of debugging. The 
language can be used in two ways. Firstly, users can build their own debuggers. 
Secondly, the debugging primitive predicates she provide can be used dynamically 
while tracing or spying a program. 

Ducasse work is very new, and has not yet been tested fully, but there seems to be 
an argument against a too complicated approach where it is required from the Prolog 
learner not only to learn Prolog but also to learn a whole debugging language. The 
primitives she proposes also requires extensive knowledge about Prologs execution 
mechanism in order to be understood. Still, as we shall see below, since experts spend a 
lot of their time writing meta-debugger, they might make use of this debugging 
language. 

3 Talking to experts 

We have talked to a few Prolog experts, and asked them to come up with their own 
subjective evaluation of what might give raise to a bug in their programs. We have also 
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asked them how they know that the program contains a bug, and how they go about 
correcting it. Experts own subjective evaluation of what bugs they have, is of course 
not a good predicator of what bugs they actually encounter, but it might give us some 
clue to what tools experts would make use of. A more rigid study would probably 
reveal more bugs concerned with the control flow of Prolog than these exports would 
admit that they encounter. 

The seven experts we talked to are all working at SICSI and have a long 
experience of Prolog2

. Apart from asking them questions about what bugs they believe 
they encounter, we also asked them to send in loggings of debugging sessions. Sofar, 
we have only recieved a few such loggings, and no conclusions can be drawn from 
those loggings. Instead we shall say a few words about where these experts thought 
they had bugs and how they corrected them. 

3 .1 Conceptual bugs and mistakes 

It turns out that all the experts claims to have bugs that arise from two different "areas". 
The first area is where they have a problem at the problem level, not to do with the � Prolog program, but with the algorithm and representation of knowledge. We name 
these problems conceptual bugs. The conceptual problems can be comcern finding the 
correct algorithm, and when found, accounting for all the cases for which is should 
apply. Finding the algorithm involves both knowing how to solve the problem, but also 
(in most cases) how to represent it. 

The second area is where the experts interiewed make mistakes due to memory 
slips, or to limited cognitive resources. They change the number of arguments of a 
predicate, but forget to change all the calls to it from other parts of the program, or they 
misspell a variable, etc. We call those bugs mistakes. 

Connected with the conceptual bugs is the problem of optimizing code. The 
experts we talked to have substantial knowledge of how Prolog is implemented, and 
they try to use that knowledge to speed up their application. For instance, they try to 
use the fact that Prolog indexes on the first argument of a predicate, and so they spend 
some time trying to figure out what to have in the first argument that will differ 
between the clauses of a predicate. We speculate that in the process of changing the 
program to be more efficient, bugs sometimes arises. This concern to how Prolog is � 
implemented might also interfere with their problem solving capacity, so that too much 
time is spent figuring out how to implement the program most efficient rather than how 
to solve the problem at hand. This requires much more study to be verified. In fact, it is 
also the case that some of these experts claim to write very declarative code, i.e. code 
were the search strategy of Prolog could be changed without changing the semantics of 
the program. 

3.2 Expert debugging strategies 

How are the bugs found by experts? Even more fundamental, how does a programmer 
know that the program has a bug in the first place? 

I Swedish Institute of Computer Science. 

2 Some of them has implemented logic programming systems, others have made extensions to 
logic programming languages, and some have made applications in Prolog. 
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The second question might seem irrelevant, since all a programmer has to do is to 
run the program in order to check that it works; if it returns faulty output or no output 
there is a bug. Unfortunately, this strategy will only work for very simple programs that 
only account for a limited amount of input/output. For more advanced applications it 
might very well be the case that for some input the program behaves correctly, and 
only in a few cases it will render faulty input. Some of our experts therefore used an 
extensive test bed to be used to check the program whenever a change or extension to it 
had been made. In NL-applications this is sometimes refered to as the test corpus. In 
software development it is a known strategy. 

Once it has been established that there is a bug, how do experts find it? 
For the first bug class, the conceptual bugs, experts seem to adapt a strategy of de

signing their own customized debugger. It will provide (basically) what spy provides, 
but it will also enhance the understanding of the problem being solved rather than the 
interior working of Prolog. For example, in NL processing, customized debugger will 
help experts to debug the grammar rather than debugging the Prolog program that is 
used to implement the grammar. 

Another example which one of our experts were working on, was an application 
for testing that a electronic circuit was working properly. To test this, he had a meta
interpreter that would take a configuration of a circuit as input and by using database 
information about the components properties together with rules on how the 
components should be connected and verify the circuit. His meta-debugger would write 
out information on how the meta-interpreter used the rules and DB information to step 
by step verify the circuit. 

It could be claimed that using spy and portray would accomplish the same be
haviour as these meta-debuggers does. We believe that this is only partly true, but sofar 
we have not analysed the meta-debuggers detailed enough to state exactly what is 
needed apart from the spy and portray functionalities. We can give a few examples 
though: 
I) Experts do not want to see all the arguments of a predicate. 
2) Experts may want to abstract away from the datastructure even more than is possi

ble with portray. For instance, by giving new names to various parts of the struc
ture and gather those in new structures which are then written out at several places 
of the execution. 

3) Experts may not want to take away the possibility to see the whole datastructure 
at some point during the trace. It is very difficult to find the best balance between 
reducing the amount of information, and still allowing the user to inspect the 
whole datastructure whenever needed. 
Other strategies are used for finding the second class of bugs, the mistakes. One 

strategy is simply to study the code and try and spot the bug. If that is not possible, the 
tracer is often used. One expert had the following strategy for how to use the trace in 
these cases. He would skip at the top level of the program until he has passed the bug. 
He would then start all over, but when getting close to the place where the bug has 
manisfested itself, he would go down one level in the trace, and start skipping at that 
level. Eventually he would reach the point where the bugs occurred. This strategy is 
like a divide-and-conquer algorithm. 

In the SICSTUS-Prolog [Carlsson and Widen 88] it is possible to retry the latest 
call that you passed while skipping, and this facility was mentioned by several experts. 
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Once the bug is passed through too much skipping, you can go back to the latest goal 
on the stack and redo it as it was executed the first time. That way you can go deeper 
into that call without having to retrace the whole execution from start. 

Experts do complain about knowing approximately where the bug is, but not 
being able to skip to that point with the available traceing and spy facilities. Instead, 
they have to collect the output from one part of the program, and save it somehow in 
order to be able to use that as a direct input to the part of the program that does not 
work. This problem becomes acute if the input to the buggy program is very big, and 
impossible to write by hand. 

It should be pointed out that a bug might manifest itself at another point in the 
trace than where the problem really originated. If a variable gets a faulty instantiatin, 
the effect can be a faulty success or failure much later during execution. This problem 
points forward to one of the changes we would like to make to the Byrd Box trace 
described in section 4. In this case, experts do spend some time trying to figure out 
where the faulty instantiation pattern came from. By allowing the expen to specify that 
he wants to see where a certain part of a structure has come from, the real, original, bug 
might be found. 

4 Three enhancements worth testing? 

We have adopted the viewpoint that as a first step towards better debugging environ
ments for experts, we should think about ways to expand the available standard-tracers 
rather than building any new tools. It might be the case that this extension of the stan
dard-tracer could be built using the debugging language developed by Ducasse. We 
have not investiaged this possibility yet. The changes we propose here will probably 
not cover all the extensions necessary to provide an expert with all the tools he needs. 
The extensions are directed foremost towards providing better suppon for viewing the 
unification and the data flow in Prolog. As such they will mostly cover the mistake 
bugs rather than the conceptual bugs. 

Below, we have not explained how these extensions would be implemented. A 
post-mortem trace is needed, i.e. we first run the whole program, and then we chose 
which parts of it to display. The same approach is made in the TPM as well as in 
()pium. � 

4.1 Types+ Abstract Interpretation 

The first extension to the Byrd Box trace is to use some techniques from abstract inter
pretation to make recursive calls condensed into a few lines in the trace. A lot of the 
skipping done in the standard-tracer, has to do with skipping through a recursive predi
cate. Often, it would be enough to follow the recursion for the first one or two turns, 
and then skip all the way to a failure or the base case. If we could, in addition to this 
kind of skipping, already from the start make the types of the arguments to the 
recursive predicate available to the user, she would be able to jump more easily to the 
right place in the recusion in order to find the faulty behaviour or instantiation. 

Abstract interpretation is a technique for global analysis of programs. Used over 
the unification part of the SLD-resolution it allows us to use abstract substitutions 
instead of running the program with the concrete datatypes. The program is executed 
with an abstract interpreter able to manipulate such abstract substitutions. We can use 
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these abstract substitutions to give the user an idea of what sort of datastructure her 
program is generating. 

Usually in abstract interpretation, the datatypes are given by the user, which gives 
us a typed Prolog. In our case, we would be very interested in deriving the types from 
the source code. We have not investigated how this would be done, or even if it is pos
sible. 

4.2 Conditional skipping 

The second idea is to allow for conditional skipping, where the expert can ask to see a 
goal before or after a certain goal has unified or failed. 

In [Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 89, Eisenstadt and Brayshaw 88] "selective 
highlighting" of the TPM-trace is described. This is basically what we mean by 
conditional skipping. It gives a possibility to ask questions like "where did variable X 
get instantiated to such-and-such" or "where in the program does foo get called by 
bar", which are answered by the TPM system through highlighting the place(s) in the 

� graphical AND/OR-tree. The following constraints on what you want to highlight are 
available: 
• the name and arguments of the goal, 
• the parent goal name and its argument 
• constraints expressed as Prolog goals, on what should hold at the time, 
• if you want to see all instances, or only one, and in the latter case, should it be the 

first or latest, a success or fail , before or after all the conditions are fulfilled. 
In the last case, where the user has asked to see one instance of a goal where the 

some conditions are fulfilled, the tracer is actually wind back to that point in the execu
tion history, and the user is allowed to step back and forth, inspect unification patterns, 
etc., from that point. 

To do the same kind of conditional skipping in the Byrd Box trace, would mean to 
allow for the user to specify all the above mentioned conditions, as well as conditions 
related to the ports of the Byrd Box. This means allowing the user also to see exit and 
redo ports. An enhanced Byrd Box trace should also contain various unify-ports, which 
could also be used in these conditions. 

q_ so rt ( [ ] , L ,  L ) . 
q_ so rt ( [ X I List ] , S O  , S )  : -

split (X,  List , Sma l l ,  Big) , 
q_sort ( Sma l l ,  S O , [X I S l ] ) ,  
q_sort (Big, S l ,  S ) . 

split ( X ,  [ ] , [ ] , [ ]  ) . 
split (X, [ Y I Rest ] ,  [Y I Sma l l ] , Big) · -

X > Y, 
split (X, Rest , Sma l l ,  Big) . 

split (X,  [ Y I Rest ] , [ Y I Sma l l ] , Big) · -

X =< Y, 
split (X, Rest , Sma l l ,  Biq) . 

Figure 2. The faulty q_sort program. 

We furthermore expect our Byrd Box trracer to be extended with an enumeration 
with which clause ( 1 st, 2d, . . .  ) is being tried. Questions like: "when does the second 
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clause of the foo-predicate successfully unify with this goal" could then be answered. It 
should also be the case that we can specify following an argument irrespective of what 
predicate is being called. 

Let us look at an example where we do want to know what happens to one of the 
arguments of a list that is being sorted by the q_sort program displayed in figure 2. 
This example is taken from [Ducasse 91 ], and the program contains a bug. 

If we trace the goal q_sort with three elements, as below figure 3, in a full trace, 
we end up with a trace of 36 lines. We might then come up with the idea that we want 
to follow the number 3 in the initial list to be sorted, and only see exits from predicates 
where the 3 is involved. That trace is shown in figure 4. 

?- q_sort ( ( 1 , 3 ,  2 ] , L ,  [ ] ) .  
1 1 Ca ll : q_sort ( [ l , 3 , 2 ] , _1 1 2 ,  [ ] )  ? 
2 2 Call : split ( l ,  [ 3 , 2 ] , _2 8 3 , _2 8 4 )  ? 
3 3 Cal l : prolog : 1>3 ? 
3 3 Fail : prolog : 1>3 ? 
3 3 Call : prolog : 1=<3 ? 
3 3 Exit : prolog : 1=<3 ? 
4 3 Call : split ( 1 ,  [ 2 ]  , _40 6 , _2 8 4 )  ? 
5 4 Call : prolog : 1>2 ? 
5 4 Fail : prolog : 1>2 ? 
5 4 Call : prolog : 1=<2 ? 
5 4 Exit : prolog : 1=<2 ? 
6 4 Call : split ( l ,  [ ] , _7 47 , _2 8 4 )  ? 
6 4 Exit : split ( 1 ,  [ ]  , [ 1 , [ 1 ) ? 
4 3 Exit : split ( l , [ 2 ] , [ 2 ] , [ ] ) ? 
2 2 Exit : split ( 1 ,  [ 3 ,  2 ]  , [ 3 ,  2 ]  , [ ]  ) ? 
7 2 Call : q_sort ( [ 3 , 2 ] , _1 12 ,  [ 1 1 _2 93 ] ) ? 
8 3 Cal l : split ( 3 ,  [ 2 ] , _1 4 3 9 , _1 4 4 0 )  ? 
9 4 Call : prolog : 3>2 ? 
9 4 Exit : prolog : 3>2 ? 
1 0  4 Call : split ( 3 ,  [ ] , 1 5 6 1 , 1 4 4 0 )  ? 
1 0  4 Exit : split ( 3 ,  [ ] , [ 1 , [ ] )  -? 
8 3 Exit : split ( 3 ,  [ 2 ] , [ 2 ] , [ ] ) ? 
1 1  3 Ca 11  : q_ so rt ( [ 2 ] , _ 1 1 2 ,  [ 3 I 1 4  4 9 ]  ) ? 
12  4 Call : split ( 2 ,  [ ] , _2 17 0 , _2 17 1 )  ? 
12  4 Exit : split ( 2 ,  [ ] , [ ] , [ ] ) ? 
1 3  4 Cal l : q_sort ( [ ] , _112 , [ 2 1 _2 1 8 0 ] ) ? 
1 3  4 Exit : q_sort ( [ ] , [ 2 1 _2 1 8 0 ] , [ 2 1 _2 1 8 0 ] )  ? 
1 4  4 Call : q_sort ( [ ] , _2 1 8 0 ,  [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] ) ? 
1 4  4 Exit : q_sort ( [ ] , [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] , [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] ) ? 
1 1  3 Exit : q_sort ( [ 2 ] , [ 2 ,  3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] , [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] ) ? 
1 5  3 Call : q_sort ( [ ]  , _1 4 4 9 ,  ( 1 1 2 93 ] ) ? 
1 5 3 Exit : q_sort ( [ ] , [ 1 1 _2 93 ] , [ 1 1 _2 93 ] ) ? 
7 2 Exit : q_sort ( [ 3 , 2 ] , [ 2 , 3 , 1 1 _2 93 ] , [ 1 1 _2 9 3 ] )  ? 
1 6  2 Ca ll : q_sort ( [ ]  , _2 9 3 ,  [ ] ) ? 
1 6  2 Exit : q_sort ( [ ] , [ ] , [ ] ) ? 
1 1 Exit : q_sort ( [ l , 3 , 2 ] , [ 2 , 3 , 1 ] ,  [ ] ) ? 

L =  [ 2 , 3 , 1 ] ? 

Figure 3. The full trace of the goal q_son. 
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? - q_sort ( [ 1 , 3 , 2 ] , L , [ ] ) . 
3 3 Exit : prolog : 1=<3 ? 

2 2 Exit : spl it ( 1 ,  ( 3 ,  2 ] , [ 3 ,  2 ] , [ ] )  ? 
9 4 Exit : prolog : 3>2 ? 
1 0  4 Exit : split ( 3 ,  [ ] , [ ] , [ ] ) ? 
8 3 Exit : spl it ( 3 ,  [ 2 ] , [ 2 ] , [ ] ) ? 
1 4  4 Exit : q_sort ( [ ] ,  [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] , [ 3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] ) ? 
1 1  3 Exit : q_sort ( [ 2 ] , [ 2 ,  3 1 _1 4 4 9 ] , [ 3 1_1 4 4 9 ] ) ? 
7 2 Exit : q_sort ( [ 3 ,  2 ] , [ 2 ,  3 ,  l 1 _2 93 ] , [ 1 1 _2 9 3 ] ) ? 

1 1 Exit : q_ s o  rt ( [ 1 ,  3 ,  2 ]  , [ 2 ,  3 ,  1 ]  , [ ] ) ? 

L = ( 2 , 3 , 1 ]  ? 

Figure 4. A restricted trace with only exits where 3 is involved. 

By only reading the first few lines of this second, restricted trace, we find that in
deed number 3 has been found to be bigger than 1, but still it has ended up in the 
"small-list" of the split-predicate. We can then localize the bugs to the second split-

� clause, where big elements by mistake are place in the small-list. The correct split
definition is shown in figure 5. 

' split (_X, t J  , ( j  , i J ) • 
split (X,  [ Y I Rest ] , [ Y I Small ] ,  Big) · 

X > Y, 
split (X, Rest , Sma l l ,  Big) . 

split (X ,  [ Y I Res t ] ,  Sma l l ,  [Y I Big] )  · 
X =< Y, 
s lit ( X  Rest  Small  Bi ) .  

Figure 5. Correct split-predicate. 

4.3 Following a datastructure 

The third idea, is to allow the expert to only see ports of the Byrd Box that affects a 
certain datastructure ( or parts of it) that is being built or decomposed. The experts we 
talked to, all had datastructures that were either giant or very hard to interpret. What 

� their meta-debuggers did, was to surpress either details of how the Prolog program 
worked on this datastructure or details of the datastructure. A facilitity that would 
enable them to see what is happening to one or several datastructures in their program, 
might help them overcome this difficulty. 

One way to do this would be for the user to mark (click-on or by some other 
means) the datastructure they find interesting. Either it could be marked in the source 
code, or in the trace. They would then specify if they want to follow it backwards, to 
see where its consituents came from, or if the wanted to follow it forwards to see where 
parts got instantiated or taken from the structure. Ideally, it would be nice to provide an 
interface that could display the datastructure in another window, a data-window, where 
it during the execution would be successively built or decomposed. This interface 
would also provide possibilities to surpress parts of the datastructure that are irrelevant 
in the same manner as the in-built predicate portray (available in most Prolog 
implementations). In another window, the trace-window, the trace would be shown. 
The user would then decide to either see a full trace or a trace which only shows the 
ports where the datastructure is being affected. 

1 1  
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Our extension to the standard-trace would to start with, not include this data-win
dow, but only a facility to abstract away from the full trace to a trace where only ports 
affecting the datastructure we are interested in are left. Let us look at one example trace 
where we have followed a datastructure backwards to see how is is being construed. In 
figure 6 we find the program (that does not contain a bug). 

sentence ( sent ( Np, Vp) ) --> np (Np) , vp (Vp) . 
np ( np (Det , Noun ) ) --> det (Det ) , noun (Noun) . 
vp ( vp ( Verb) ) --> verb (Verb) . 

det (det (the ) ) --> [ the ] . 
noun ( noun (man ) ) --> [man] . 
verb (verb (eats > > --> reats l . 

Figure 6. A simple NL-parsing program, from [Clocksin and Mellish 81]. 

A full trace of a call to the program with the sentence "The man eats" is found in 
figure 7. Two things are happening in this program. One structure is being built (the 
grammatical form of the input sentence}, another one is being decomposed (the original 
sentence). Assume that we would like to know how the structure representating the 
grammatical form is being built. Figure 8 shows a trace which emphasises that aspect 
of the program for the NP-part of the grammatical form. In the trace we have also sur
pressed the extra arguments added by the DCG-formalism. 

1 1 Call : sentence ( 7 0 ,  [the , man , eats ] ,  [ ) ) ? 
2 2 Call : np ( 2 7 8 ,  [the , man , eats ] , 2 8 6 )  ? 
3 3 Call : det(_3 9 9 ,  [the , man , eats ] �_4 0 7 ) ? 
4 4 Ca ll : prolog : ' C '  ( [the , man , eat s ]  , the , _4 07 )  ? 
4 4 Exit : prolog : ' C '  ( [ the , man , eat s ] , the , [man , eat s ] ) ? 
3 3 Exit : det (det (the ) , [the , man , eats ] ,  [man , eats ] ) ? 
5 3 Ca ll : noun (_4 0 0 ,  [man, eats ] , _2 8 6 )  ? 
6 4 Call : prolog : ' C '  ( [man, eats ]  , man , _2 8 6 )  ? 
6 4 Exit : prolog : ' C ' ( [man, eat s ] , man , [eat s ] ) ? 
5 3 Exit : noun ( noun (man) , [man , eats ] ,  [eats ] )  ? 
2 2 Exit : np ( np (det (the ) , noun (man) ) ,  [the , man, eats ] , [ eats ] )  ? 
7 2 Ca ll : vp (_2 7 9 ,  [eats ] , [ ] )  ? 
8 3 Cal l : verb (_1 4 52 ,  [eat s ] , [ ] )  ? 
9 4 Call : prolog : ' C ' ( [eats ] , eats , [ ] ) ? 
9 4 Exit : prolog : ' C '  ( [eats ]  , eats , [ ] ) ? 
8 3 Exit : verb (verb (eats ) , [eats ] , [ ] )  ? 

7 2 Exit : vp ( vp ( verb (eats ) ) ,  [eats ] ,  [ ] ) ? 
1 1 Exit : sentence ( sent (np (det (the ) , noun (man ) ) , vp (verb (eats ) ) ) ,  
[ the , man , eat s ] , [ ] ) ? 

X = sent (np (det (the ) , noun (man) ) , vp ( verb (eat s ) ) )  ? 

3 3 
5 3 
2 2 
1 1 

Exit : 
Exit : 
Exit : 
Exit : 

Figure 7. A full trace of the sentence program. 
det (det (the) ) ? 
noun ( noun (man) ) ? 
np ( np (det (the) , noun (man) ) )  ? 
sentence ( sent (np (det (the ) , noun (man) ) , vp ( ve rb (eat s ) ) ) J  ? 

Figure 8. A restricted trace of the sentence program. 

The facilitiy to follow a datastructure (or part of it) might be used both to find the 
mistake bugs, but also (to some extent) to find the conceptual bugs. In many cases, the 
problem being solved is hidden in the datstructures being sent around. This conclusion 
does not hold for programs that are meta-intepreters where you want to see various 
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rules being applied and also when they are applied. But even in those cases, it is 
interesting to see what happens to the data when the rules are applied. 

One of our experts used Prolog to develop Natural Language (NL) systems. For a 
NL system we believe that much would be gained if the sentence being parsed as well 
as the logical structure being built to represent the semantics of the sentence, could 
both be displayed dynamically while being built. In the corresponding trace, we might 
also chose only to see calls to predicates that actually do apply to the strucutre and 
where things actually do change in the logical form. 

Most important about the approach of having a trace- and a data-window, is that 
it would emphasis the possibility to deal with very large datastructures. In many Prolog 
environments the data is often not displayed in any satisfactory way, especially not 
when it grows to be big. Since this approach would display the data alone and make it 
possible to chose which parts of the data that are to be expanded and which are 
surpressed in the representation, it would reduce the amount of information to a more 
managable amount. It would also be the case that the data would not be printed out 
repeataclly over and over as it is in the standard trace. Instead the instantations made 
with variables in the structure would replace the variables, and so the user would see 
the "final" structure all the time, rather than parts of it being processed at points in the 
exectution. 

5 Conclusions 

We have argued for the need of studing expert Prolog programmers. Through talking to 
a few experts, we have been able to outline a few ideas of how the recognise bugs and 
their strategies for correcting them. This requires further study. 

Furthermore, we have argued that we should aim at extending the available 
standard tracer, and we have proposed three possible extensions. 
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